


In the following question, one part of the sentence may have an error. 

Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the 

appropriate option. If the sentence is free from error, select 'No 

Error'.



1. Italy's Council of Ministers have approved

2. a wide-ranging emergency aid package to

3. help victims of severe floods

4. in the Emilia-Romagna region.

5. No error



1. Officials evacuated thousands of villagers

2. Shut down schools and offices , and

3. Imposing a ban on sailing as

4. Typhoon Mawar approached the country

5. No error



1. About 20 typhoons and storms each year

2. Batter the Philippine archipelago , who

3. Also lies on seismic faults where

4. Volcanic eruptions and earthquakes occur

5. No error



1. In 2022 , India assumed the presidency 

2. Of the SCO , marking a

3. Significant milestone in the

4. country’s role in regional cooperation 

5. No error



1. Airlines are under pressure to

2. Rein in their huge carbon emissions , 

3. Which main come from burning

4. Fossil-based kersosene in aircraft engines

5. No error



Select the phrase/connector from the three options that can be 

used to form a single sentence from the two sentences below, 

implying the same as expressed in the statement sentence.



He is a good student. I have a little doubt regarding his success.

1 And

2 So

3 But

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1and 2 

5. Both 2 and 3



Canadians are comparatively few in number. They have crafted what 

many observers consider to be a model multicultural society.

1. only when

2. although

3. that

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. Both 2 and 3



Flames being extremely intense and widespread. Scientists are struck by 

how far north fires are burning and the types of ecosystems that are igniting.

1. generally

2. only when

3. in addition to

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 1 and 2

5. None of these



These systems will be incredibly helpful extensions of how humans 

work. They will surpass humans in discrete parts of jobs.

1. and

2. notwithstanding

3. regardless

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 2 and 3

5. None of these.



The given question has one blank indicating that something has 

been omitted. Choose the word for the given options that could 

fit in the blank correctly.



The final test of a real sportsman is whether he can take a 

________ well.

1. loose

2. conquering

3. compliment 

4. defeat

5. defence



There is a global drive to ______ the growth and development 

of nations through innovation and technology.

1. break

2. accelerate

3. speed

4. expand

5. none of these



I tried my best to ______ her from leaving.

1. approve

2. dissuade

3. dictate

4. demean

5. demolish



______ man used to make fire by rubbing stones.

1. Evolved

2. Daunting

3. Primitive

4. Cosmopolitan

5. Sedimentary



Without mentioning names, Mr. Modi targeted the Opposition 

saying that unlike him, they engaged with industrialists behind 

the scenes but publicly ______ themselves.

1. Highed

2. Raised

3. Accomplished

4. Distanced

5. Fluctuated



In the following question, a sentence is given with three words 

marked as (A), (B) and (C). These words may or may not be placed at 

their correct places. Four options with different arrangements of these 

words have been provided. Mark the option with the correct 

arrangement as the answer. If no rearrangement is required, mark 

option (E) as your answer.



Wisdom is born within the borrowed (A), it has no external 

connection, whereas knowledge has no roots (B) within and is 

seeker (C), from the outside world.

1. CAB

2. CBA

3. BCA

4. BAC

5. No rearrangement required



With ongoing expansion (A) in areas such as industry and 

transportation, the country consumes massive amounts of energy 

from natural cornerstone (B) , which have served as the 

resources (C), of contemporary India’s industrial progress.

1. CBA

2. BAC

3. BCA

4. ACB

5. No rearrangement required



Scarce (A) working capital can cause periodic delays or 

halts in the production flow, on the contrary, adequate 

(B) access to working capital helps MSMEs ensure 

uninterrupted (C) business operations.

1. ACB

2. BCA

3. CBA

4. BAC

5. No rearrangement required



Typically, a significant (A) majority of coins have 

extremely low volumes which makes them prone (B) to 

price manipulations and extraordinary deviations (C) from 

broader crypto trends.

1. ACB

2. BCA

3. CAB

4. CBA

5. No rearrangement required



There are concerns (A) widespread (B) about an impending 

recession in developed economies, as they struggle to deal 

with the worst streak (C) of inflation in four decades.

1. CBA

2. CAB

3. BAC

4. ACB

5. No rearrangement required



Which of the phrases A, B, C, and D given below each 

sentence should replace the phrase printed in bold type to 

make the sentence grammatically correct? If the sentence is 

correct, mark E i.e. ‘No correction required’ as the answer.



Many modern children spend a great deal of time sitting in 

front of a television or to play a mobile game.

1. to have played

2. playing

3. being played

4. playing into

5. No correction required



Ms Padukone will be administering the next few projects 

since she has vastly experience in this domain.

1. vast experience

2. vastly experienced

3. a vast experiencing

4. the vast experience

5. No correction required



Newspaper is a powerful tool of mass communication 

because its reach among the common people. 

1. on account

2. because of

3. as a result

4. owing

5. No correction required



More than three lakh protesters gathered at the Jantar 

Mantar before the police took any action. 

1. had gathered

2. have gather

3. gathering up

4. gathers around

5. No correction required
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